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In Quest Of Excellence 
A word from the Editorial Team 

 

VP-PR 
Wasiq(wasiqmukhtar@gmail.com) 
 
When we were small kids, we had no perception of          
struggle. We would spend hours together to do something         
right. Something as trivial as painting the perfect picture,         
drawing the perfect line, drawing the perfect circle, or         
running as fast as possible would keep us restless and          
awake.  
 
What was that feeling? Do you still remember it? The rush           
of being successful, the urge to cross limits, to stretch your           
hand out and reach for the stars. To make the impossible           
possible. 
 
In my school, every day for 10 years, students walked past           
the motto of the institution “In quest of excellence”. As we           
walked past it we would tell each other “ this is stupid,            
aren’t we anyways going to be the best. Excellence is a fact            
not an option. Why would they keep something so obvious          
as the school motto.“ Looking back at it I realize that my            

school gave it to me not for my childhood but for days beyond school, when the flame of                  
passion and curiosity is weak and flickering. 
 
As the years rolled on, each of us experienced life in different ways, fell a thousand times and                  
got up every single time but each time stooping a little more. On becoming adults we quickly                 
learnt that giving up and walking away is easier than the hardship of holding on. Till at last we                   
were slouching, slouching with the dread of failure or rejection. And so we start giving up on our                  
hopes and dreams, our perfect lines and perfect circles. The fire of perfection and success               
almost extinguished.  
 
Go back to your past, the feeling that left you yearning to know more, do more. Take that feeling                   
and put it into every single thing you do ,regardless of how mediocre it may be. Make excellence                  
a lifestyle not an accident. 
 
Because life is a canvas, and when people look at your canvas, let them see your quest for                  
excellence.  
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Theme - In Quest Of Excellence 
A word from the Editorial Team 

 
VP-Public Relations 
Samarth (snavali567@gmail.com)  
The first time I attended a toastmasters meeting, I         
witnessed true excellence on the stage. It has been         
over a year and I have been trying to achieve that           
level of excellence on stage. I am in the quest of           
such excellence. It can only be achieved by        
attending meetings because week after week there       
is excellence exhibited on stage by all the speakers.         
I am pretty sure that with each meeting there is a           

bountiful amount of learning for each and every one of the members. The level exhibited by the                 
speakers can only be achieved through immense amounts of practice. 
 
This reminds me of a time where I was trying to excel at stroking the ball in the cover region.                    
This was the time when I was in the prestigious Brijesh Patel Cricket Academy, my dad had put                  
me there after I had begged him for more than a month in my summer holidays. We had this                   
coach who was the perfect Virender Sehwag, looked like him, walked like him, played like him.                
He was the one you should be scared about and his coaching was equally awesome. The                
academy had put me in his net. For some kids this would be a problem, for me I was ecstatic as                     
I had got an amazing coach. So the coaching went on, one fine day he came up to the bowlers                    
and told them to bowl full length outside off, the driving length. Then he took a bat and came                   
near the batsman and held the bat near the batsman’s back, to all the batsman he said, “If you                   
get scared of the ball, the bat will hit you”. That was pretty intimidating. My friends did pretty                  
decent, nobody got hit by the bat so it was alright, now it was my turn. He told me the same                     
thing but it sounded even more scarier, The first ball came, it was full and on the pads, I flicked                    
the ball and it nearly hit the coach. I thought he was going to shout at me, to my surprise he                     
shouted at the bowler. The next ball arrived just as the coach had instructed, I drove the ball but                   
didn’t middle it. The same thing happened the next couple of balls. The fifth ball that I faced I                   
middled it and he was happy and said great shot. I had finally perfected the cover drive. My                  
quest in excellence at mastering the cover drive had begun. 
 
SImilarly each speech or role is like a cover drive, each time you take up a role have a goal of                     
excelling at it. The role may be as small as a timer, your goal should be to excel at it.                    
Sometimes you may go wrong, but do not care about those moments. Care about the ones                
where you did a great job. I hope that this newsletter would be one of those amazing moments,                  
a moment of excellence. We have enjoyed working on this newsletter, we are grateful to all                
those who made it happen.  Hope you have a good read, and hope you enjoy it :):) 
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WITH LOVE FROM THE COMMITTEE 
Experiences and Endeavors 

 
President 
As the chief executive officer the president is involved in general           
supervision and operations of the club. The President presides over          
the club meetings and directs the club in meeting members needs           
and educational growth and leadership. 
Shivani Seshadri (shivani.gbs@gmail.com) 

 

VP-Education 
As the second ranking officer of the club the VP of education plans and directs club programs                 
which meet the education needs of the club members. The VP-E plans and published regular               
schedules of meetings and keeps track of member’s progress towards those goals.  
 
Deepthi Shetty (raideepthi28@gmail.com) 
“Being the Vpe of Sunshine comes with pride and joy. 
Seeing the previous VPE's do their role so meticulously, I wondered           
if I would be able to do justice to this post. And having served this               
post for over 3 months now, I see that sometimes it's hectic but             
always fun. Organising theme based meetings, special day        
celebrations, educational sessions, making agenda is such a        
learning process.I think this is one such post where the outcome           
depends a little more on the people than just self and sunshiners            
have always lend their helping hand in making this job so much easier for me. Thanks to our                  
president, committee and Sunshine in whole” 
 
VP-Membership 
As the third ranking officer, the VP-Membership plans and directs programs to retain and              
increase club membership. The VP-M serves as one of the club’s representatives on Area and               
District Councils.  

Tejaswini (tejaswini.earanna@gmail.com) 
“I love the way the guests react when I ask them if they enjoyed the               
meeting. This term we have seen so many guests turn into           
members and that just makes me so happy. I am figuring out a way              
to juggle studd and prioritise things as a committee member. And           
thanks to my ever patient madam President, I am scrapping my way            
through the term. But most importantly, I am managing my time           
better now. That's a significant change I have noticed in myself           

since taking up this role. ” 
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WITH LOVE FROM THE COMMITTEE 
Experiences and Endeavors 

 
Assistant VP-Membership 
Anirudh (hanumon7@gmail.com) 
I like meeting new people. This role has given me confidence to            
meet new people without apprehensions. It's a very great         
committee role to improve one’s confidence. 
 
 

Treasurer 
Sachin (sachinca1979@gmail.com) 
The treasurer is responsible for club financial policies, procedures         
and controls. The treasurer oversees club’s finances, including        
dues collection and materials purchasing. The treasurer collects        
dues and pays dues to Toastmasters International and maintains         
records.  
 
VP-Public Relations 
As Vice President of Public Relations, Samarth and Wasiq are responsible for coordinating             
public relations and publicity programs for the club through active awareness campaigns and             
posts on social media and other outlets.  

Samarth (snavali567@gmail.com)
It's given me an opportunity to work with one of the best teams             
with one of the best leaders. It has been a wonderful experience            
and I have had a lot of fun doing it. And I think that I've grown with                 
each passing day being the VP-PR. The amount that I have learnt            
is also immense. A special shoutout to Wasiq for helping me with            
everything. I would urge the new members to apply for the           
committee roles as this not only helps you with toastmasters but           

also in their professional and personal lives. 
 
Assistant VP-Public Relations 
Wasiq(wasiqmukhtar@gmail.com) 
“ I think that as a VP-PR it's nice to be able to try and give the club                  
a beautiful public image. But more that being a vppr being a            
committee member itself is so educational. You get to meet so           
many inspiring people and learn something new every day. You          
work across so many different situations and that makes being a           
toastmaster so much more fun. A special shoutout to Samarth for           
helping me with everything.” 

IN QUEST OF EXCELLENCE 
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WITH LOVE FROM THE COMMITTEE 
Experiences and Endeavors 
 
Secretary 
The Secretary tracks previous minutes, prepares a list of actions for the president and updates               
the club’s officer list. 

Shravya (n.shravya1710@gmail.com) 
“Being the secretary, I have learnt to be more committed in life by             
listening and attending punctually and to give more creative reports to           
the members. 
It has refined my listening skills and made me more responsible.           
Working with this huge group I feel very lucky to be a part of it. It's been                 
like a family, it's been such a pleasurable moment to work together. I             
wish to be a part of this enthusiastic and hardworking group .... and I              
wish to contribute more and more for the betterment of our club”. 
 
SAA - Sergeant at Arms 

The Sergeant at Arms arranges the meeting room and         
sets out the club and promotional materials. The SAA         
arranges for refreshments for the members.  
Gopinathan(gopinathanmk@yahoo.com) 

“I was a reluctant member but couldn't resist the positive          
influence of my mentor! Having joined, l wanted to         
contribute as much as I can as I don't like doing things            
with half heart. I feel SAA role has helped my goal of            
shedding my speaking fears to a good extent. My learning is 'jump into the pool, you will learn to                   
swim!’. What I like is I get to talk every week, especially on some value based theme. Further, I                   
get to invite a celebrity, the President! I like using appreciative words. Also, l am a melancholy                 
(remember my cc4) too. So like starting on time, have nice banner, good lighting, etc... Video                
recording was in my agenda, but Santosh has done it already. Most of all, I enjoy my role! 

 
Immediate Past President 
Girish (girishpaniker@gmail.com) 
“Just learning from the new committee and assisting when         
ever required. That's all”! 
 
 

 

IN QUEST OF EXCELLENCE 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Journey of the club 

 
At the beginning of the term I mentioned three         
values that I wanted to take forward at the club,          
Creativity, Collaboration and Camaraderie. I set the       
goal for the term to improve the quality of the club.           
It's been two and half months since the installation. I          
am proud to say that the committee members and         
the club members have taken these values to heart         
and kept the Sunshine flag flying high and bright. 
  
We introduced the Sunshine quality ambassadors      
program that helped recognize Sunshine club      
members that have been exhibiting the spirit of        

creativity, collaboration and camaraderie at the club. In the newsletter we hear from the              
recipients of the program and how the recognition has affected them. 
  
Our VP-Education Deepthi has been tirelessly working away to come up with creative and              
innovative agendas and leading the club successfully in my absence. She arranged an             
interesting Republic Day themed meeting which had       
guest participants from CMS club. She invited       
toastmaster Dirish to give a session on how to write a           
winning speech, right before the contest season. 
  
Our VPs-Membership, Tejaswini and Anirudh have      
had their hands full, setting a new record for Sunshine          
with 50 members. These two committee members       
have been tirelessly working with the guests,       
converting them into members. Their enthusiasm and       
collaboration has encouraged more members to invite       
people to the club,  
 
Toastmaster Imran invited a few of his friends and they in turn invited more people, helping the                 
club grow in numbers. Along with numbers we have also had a show of quality and class at the                   
club. Toastmaster Vinod received his Advanced Communication Gold certificate setting an           
example to all the new toastmasters that have recently joined the club. Toastmaster Trivikram              
took up with role of the Contest master for the Club level final contest and has been actively                  
working away at bringing class to every role that he has taken since he joined the club. In this                   
newsletter we feature new members Atma Prakash, Vandana, Deepthi, Rohini and Sridhar and             
what their impressions about the club and hopes for their toastmaster journey. 
  
Our VPs-Public Relation, Samarth and Wasiq have been quietly working away behind the             
scenes to make our club special events a success. Whether it is the installation ceremony, or                
maintaining our facebook page, or the organisation of the semi final and the final club level                
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contests, both Samarth and Wasiq have exhibited great camaraderie in their work. You can see               
their work in crafting this newsletter.  
 

Our Sergeant at Arms, Gopinathan has brought his own style to           
the role. Getting a new club banner, starting the Sunshine book           
club, organising interesting snacks, helping with the club        
membership renewals, being a contest master for the area level          
contests are some of the many things that Gopinathan has done           
for the club as an active committee member and quality          
ambassador for Sunshine. Our Treasurer, Sachin with the help of          
Girish has got our club check book ready and our club bank            
account in order. He has been maintaining a record of the club            
finances which he has shared in this club newsletter. Our          
Secretary Shravya has been putting out meeting minutes for the          
club with her hallmark creativity. She has helped behind the          
scenes for both the installation ceremony and the club contests, 
  
Last but not the least I would like to acknowledge my           

predecessor and the man who got this rolling, our immediate past president Toastmaster Girish.              
He had announced in his presidential note in a past newsletter that by the next time the                 
newsletter comes out Sunshine would have reached a membership of 50! And we have. Girish               
has always been the person you can depend on. Whether it is getting the club finances in order                  
or it is helping organise the club contest, Girish always comes forward with his hallmark sense                
of camaraderie. 
  
With record participation from the club we had to organise two semi final contests for the club,                 
something that has never been done before at any other toastmaster club! The quality of the                
speeches at the contest rivalled those of a division or a district contest. Toastmasters, we all                
have a role to play in making Sunshine shine brighter. As new members we can give more                 
speeches and take more roles in meetings, as advanced speakers we can mentor and guide the                
new members and give educational sessions in the club. Sunshiners we are 1 CL and 2 CCs                 
away from becoming a President distinguished club. Let's make it happen! 
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TOASTMASTER INTERNATIONAL   
MISSION 
We empower individuals to become more      
effective communicators and leaders. 

 
District Mission 
We build new clubs and support all clubs in achieving excellence. 
 
Club Mission 
We provide a supportive and positive learning experience in which members are empowered to              
develop communication and leadership skills, resulting in greater self-confidence and personal           
growth. 

Toastmasters International Values 
● Integrity 
● Respect 
● Service 
● Excellence 

Building on the values of Toastmaster International a club level member recognition program             
was started at Sunshine toastmasters - the Quality Ambassador Program.  
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QUALITY AMBASSADOR PROGRAM 
Awardees speak 

Quest for Excellence as a quality           
ambassador:  
TM Gopinath 
(gopinathanmk@yahoo.com) 

Once upon a time there was a King who         
wanted to get his beautiful daughter married       
to the bravest man in the Kingdom. Any man         
who would swim across the designated river       
which was infested with crocodiles, would be       
gladly wedded by the gorgeous Princess. On       
the contest day, all the so-called brave men        

of the Kingdom assembled at the river side but all were too scared to jump when the crocodiles                  
were jumping and bumping in the water with wide open mouths… Finally one man jumped in a                 
flash of a second and swam like crazy and reached the other end, beating the hungry                
crocodiles. The Princess who was curiously waiting at the other end of the river was elated and                 
the King relieved! A commotion ensued and all were praising the bravest man of the Kingdom.                
Soon, the man was asked to say a few words on his spine-chilling feat! He asked: “First of all,                   
tell me who was that nasty fellow who pushed me into the river?!!” 

My entry to the committee reminds me of the above story. I was not pushed but persuaded by a                   
nice fellow, my mentor, who has an irresistible smile of influence. Having joined, I took it with                 
utmost seriousness. I was smartly guided by the ex SAA TM Shravya. 

I am enjoying my role. As a quality ambassador, my endeavor is to make the next meeting                 
better than the last one. Taking a cue from TM Kadri, I have set a dress code for SAA (gents).                    
We have a new banner. We have a new (old!) suitcase to house all our belongings. The lighting                  
has greatly improved, thanks to our President’s persistence with Banjara. I have been trying to               
get some variety in snacks without slipping to unhealthy bites. I have been discussing with some                
people on how to get the prepared speeches recorded effectively with good sound quality. Poor               
lighting was the first challenge to this. Now that it’s improved, recording can be done. TM                
Santosh has made lot of progress on this front voluntarily. 

More importantly I have not allowed my SAA role to invade my space of giving speeches. My                 
goal is one speech a month. I aspire to complete my CC in this term itself. 

As SAA, I have improved on my ability to speak with less preparation or at least I am able to                    
bring down my speaking fears to a good extent. I enjoy speaking about the value based themes                 
week after week. I feel it’s a journey well begun. 
 
 

IN QUEST OF EXCELLENCE 
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QUALITY AMBASSADOR PROGRAM 
Awardees speak 

 
New Members Just Embrace the Stage 
TM Girish 
(girishpaniker@gmail.com) 
It feels great to be chosen as a Sunshine         
Quality Ambassador. It puts in a lot of        
responsibility for giving good speeches     
and well as conducting yourself in a       
manner that others would want to emulate.       
Once you are a quality ambassador, it is        
tempting to be there always. It's a nice        
way of encouraging quality competition. 

It is heartening to witness a surge in new members joining our club. New members always bring                 
in freshness and novel  ideas with them.  

It clearly shows the energy and vibrancy Sunshine Toastmasters Club has to attract members.              
The present committee needs to be commended in creating new benchmarks in terms of              
innovation and creativity .  

Joining Sunshine is the first step, in your dream to becoming great speakers, but that dream will                 
continue to remain a dream if the following steps are not taken. 

Steps  for new members to becoming Great Speakers 

1. The moment you become a member, get a mentor assigned. Speak to the President or               
VPE  and get a mentor for yourself 

2. Try and take up any role that is available. It could be the timer. Ah counter, listener, or                  
the grammarian. The more you get accustomed to being in front of the audience, the               
more confident you will become. If the Table Topics Master calls for a volunteer, grab               
the opportunity.  

3. Within 3 weeks of joining give your ice breaker. As the icebreaker is all about yourself                
and you know everything about yourself, start writing the speech now and send it to the                
mentor  

4. After the icebreaker you will be in high spirits as you have spoken in front of an                 
audience. Before the spirits die down, start preparation for the next speech.  

5. Try and give one speech every month. If the gap between speeches increases, you              
automatically lose confidence and will become a passive audience. 

6. You have joined with a dream to become a Great Speaker, take action and accomplish               
your Dream 

IN QUEST OF EXCELLENCE 
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The Quality Ambassador     
Responsibility 
TM Santosh Paul  
(santosherly@yahoo.com) 
Quality Ambassador – what’s that     
all about? It came as a huge       
surprise to me when I was      
chosen as one. I am a great fan        
of quality and have always     
believed that quality comes from     
within. The Famous line I heard in       
this regard – one that has been       
etched permanently in my brain –      
is, quality happens when you     

treat work like a mother takes care of a child, rather than like a nurse. The word Ambassador,                  
well, well, well, that calls for responsibility – to present and exhibit actions and values that may                 
be emulated. 
 
Putting the two words together, that translates to a HUGE – in capital letters – responsibility.                
The thought of being one at Sunshine scared me. But when I look back at the eight or so years                    
that I’ve been associated with this great club, I believe that all the Sunshiners that I’ve had the                  
privilege of seeing and learning from, have made me believe in myself. My ‘quest for excellence’                
had found its breeding ground in the great sun drenched land of Sunshine. 
 
It is indeed a great privilege to have had all the opportunities to serve and be served. The                  
service received has been of the highest quality and I do believe it has rubbed off on me in good                    
measure. Ever so many times though, I’ve wondered if I’m worthy to adorn the tag of a quality                  
ambassador. But the reassurance, though indirect, from all the members makes me believe that              
I will flourish.Thanks to Shivani and her committee for coming up with this novel concept and I                 
hope all at Sunshine will put up their hands to shoulder this responsibility. My quest for                
excellence continues… 
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NEW MEMBERS EXPRESS  
First Impressions and Hopes  

 
Imran  
People say Inspiration starts with "I" but mine starts with "S";           
The Sunshine Toastmaster club. The ambience here is so         
high-toned with all the diverse experienced Toastmasters       
motivating each other with their laudable knowledge.       
#ProudToBeASunshiner ό. Roles taken at the Club: Ice Breaker         
Speaker, Timer for the Speech Contest Final and other club          
meetings.  

Vandana 
Sunshine Toastmasters sessions are my Monday morning       
motivation to get through the week. It's amazing to witness          
such inspiring and riveting speeches week after week that I          
would hate to miss even a single session. The warm, smiling           
and welcoming faces of every member in the club is the icing            
on this beautiful cake! Being a part of this club has made it the              
best new year’s resolution I've kept! Roles taken at the club:           
Role at the Speech Semi Final Contest.  

 

Deepti  
It has been a really wonderful and enriching experience so far!           
Getting to meet a lot interesting and warm people makes me           
feel like everyone's a part of a big happy "sunshiney" family. I            
can't wait for my CC journey to begin , to learn and grow as a               
competent speaker. Very happy to be a sunshiner 

 

Sushmita - - - -  
I was searching for a platform to resume my dream. I found            
Toastmaster club is the best place. Then one question born          
in my mind, which TM club is the best for me? I have decided              
to visit Clubs to select best in best club for me. I started             
visiting. One fine day I had been to Sunshine as a guest and             
decided this is the place I was searching to give rebirth for            
my dreams. I couldn’t stop being member of this club. Sunshine has its own shining from the                 
start of the meeting to the end of the meeting. Sunshine members are fabulous in delivering                
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their speeches. Evaluations of each speech reminds me of my lovely and strict school teacher.               
Over all its tremendous. I’m so proud to say I’m a Sunshiner.  
 

 

Rohini - - - -  

I'm getting to learn a lot and getting to meet new           
people. Everything is a new experience for me. Happy         
to be a part of sunshine toastmasters 

 

 

 

Trivikram - - - -  

Joining Toastmasters has led me to believe that        
there's so much more to me than I'd like to believe.           
The platform is like no other. Every Toastmaster has         
an incredible desire to help you grow alongside them         
— I don't find that anywhere else. The program not          
only nurtures your strengths but also helps overcome        
your vulnerabilities. Every meeting, I learn something       
new. Every meeting is exciting. The positivity that runs         
through the entire community inspires me to go that         
extra mile to become a better speaker and a better leader. I truly believe that the confidence you                  
take into the real world, from Toastmasters, will take you places. Discovering the power and               
ability you never thought you had is one of the best things about Toastmasters. I am still taking                  
baby steps in the Toastmasters journey but I am truly in it for the long haul.  

 

Sridhar - - - -  

TM club is a place to learn and practice speech. It improves skills and overall               
personality. Above all, it is a meeting spot to exchange our ideas and             
thoughts from people who come from different walks of life. 
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CLUB PROGRESS 
Club Status, Awards and Recognition 
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Note: This is the highest membership base in the history of Sunshine Toastmasters Club 
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CLUB PROGRESS 
Club Status, Awards and Recognition 

 
A RECORD 
Sunshine toastmasters Club has added 23 fresh members since July 16, a            
club record. 
Thanks to the vision and the work of our Immediate past president Toastmaster Girish, our past                
VP-M, Toastmaster Deepthi and our current VP-Ms, Toastmaster Tejaswini and Toastmaster           
Anirudh for all their work. A special note of thanks to our member Toastmaster Imran for                
bringing in 4 new members to the club from his place of work.  
 
Sunshine toastmasters club now has the Second highest membership base          
in the division (After Daffodils) 
Thanks to all the members new and old for their continued support and helping us reach this                 
milestone. 

 

RECOGNITION 
Area director Toastmaster 
Arjun Sundar 
(arjun.sundarraj@gmail.com) 
“I have been tracking these     
details for over a year now, and       
have seen a lot of improvement in       
the club! 23 new members is      
really good. The focus area     
should be, how many of these      

members are growing? Are they getting that one thing they joined the club for? I would                
encourage the club and the committee members to focus on this aspect.  
 
One of the biggest achievements would be that Sunshine toastmasters club will be a PDC               
(President DIstinguished Club) for the 12th time in a row!          
The Club was a SDC in the year of its charter and has been              
a PDC since, now that is definitely an achievement! ”  
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MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS 
Members  express 

 
Learning to Lead 
Toastmaster Syed Ameen 
(syedameenmahdavi@gmail.com) 
 
Generic question: How has Toastmasters benefited      
you? 
Generic answer: Toastmasters has helped me build       
my confidence and public speaking skills.I was fearful        
of speaking in front of a crowd but now I can speak at             
ease. 
Yaaay! Woohoo! Okay. Good. Now what? 
These words hit my head after I was done with the            

"Oh my god. I can't speak. I'm such an embarrassment          
" era. I wanted to do something cool, something more          

that just speaking. I had heard so many toastmasters tell that there is so much to Toastmasters                 
than just speaking. Like what?  
It reminds me of my engineering professors who say" Engineering is not just about writing               
exams. Do a project. Get an internship. Conduct research." But no one knows how. This is the                 
state of VTU. 
But Toastmasters >>>>>>> VTU, And District 92 >>>>>>>> Every other District. Word. 
 
Our district has come up with a really awesome program called LDP(Leadership Development             
Program) which provides a platform for      
aspiring leaders giving them the necessary      
skills. Spread across 6 months, it consists of        
three full-day sessions of training with an       
assignment given at the end of each session        
to apply what you've learned. The best part is         
you get trained by the best of the best. All the           
Jedi warriors, under one roof, to pass on the         
force. Notably, DTM Nagaraj Rao(Region 13      
Director), DTM John Bosco(Our first DD),      
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DTM Sridhar(popularly known as the man who has participated in over 100 contests), DTM              
Pawas(Current DD) and the list goes on. 
 
As part of the assignment, I was given a corporate club, situated in Manyata. This was the                 
status of the club. It was almost about to fold up, having only 8 members. There were no                  
speeches in the last 3 months. The club hadn't had any speech contest in the last 2 years. All                   
the senior members had left since the club wasn't functioning properly. The president was yet to                
give his cc2. Now, this was a very delicate situation which had to be dealt with care. My                  
assignment was simple. Make the club awesome. 
I used a different strategy to reincarnate the club. I asked the president to put the meetings on                  
hold for five weeks. We did not have regular meetings. Members did not have to take the pain of                   
taking roles. All the had to do was come, enjoy a talk presented by a seasoned Toastmaster                 
and head back to work. In the five weeks, we covered all the basics of communication and                 
leadership needed for an active Toastmaster. In the sixth week, we had a joint meet with                
another club and this is when I started pushing members to give speeches and take up roles. 
 
It has been two months since I've parted ways and I'm proud to say that:- 
1) The membership has increased to 16 members- A growth of 100%. 
2) Regular meetings are conducted every week. Not a single meeting has been missed in the                
last four months. 
3) The club had its first contest in years with over 9 contestants. 
2) Two CL's have been completed this term 
4) They have a fully functioning committee. 
5) All their officers have been trained 
 
LDP has been a breathtaking journey. There is no better learning than one which you get                
through the hands-on experience. 
This journey has been really rewarding. Having graduated on the 18th of this month, I am raring                 
to take up bigger district roles in the next term. 
 
I'm, not the only one to take from Sunshine up this program. Previous LDP'ians include Vidya,                
who now heads a school and Priyanka, who served as our Area Director after graduation. I                
encourage everyone to take full advantage of this initiative and share your experience in the               
next newsletter. 
A big shout out to Samarth and Wasiq for putting this newsletter together:) 
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MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS 
Members  express 

 
Black Rose 
Toastmaster Deepthi 
(raideepthi28@gmail.com) 
 
She’s like a book that nobody wants to read 
Sitting on a shelf; 
Building dust 
Like a black rose in a field full of dandelions  
Beautiful but different; 
Too different for anyone to want to come close to  
So they admire from afar  
While she grows thinking she’s nothing but a weed in the           
most undesirable garden. 

 
 

 
6 Things That will help you have an amazing year 
Toastmaster Sheetal  
(sheetal.bahirat@gmail.com)  

 
Looking back, some years/months were     
amazing while others passed by     
unproductively. I realized that there are a       
few key differences that made all the       
difference. Here they are! 

1. Take on projects/responsibilities that     
scare you 
I started off the in 2014 year by taking on          
the role of president at my Toastmasters       
club and ended the year – leaving the        
country for a month to work on costumes        
for a movie. Through the year my       

schedule was constantly full of responsibilities and commitments. There were times when I             
dreaded them and times that I loved having to check my schedule, but at the end of the year all                    
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I can say was: 
… Because now I know that I am stronger, more talented and more things are in my reach than                   
I ever imagined.  
… Because confidence comes from hitting targets, reaching new goals and learning how to deal               
with unfamiliar situations with ease.  
 

2. Travel. Travel. Travel. 
 
In January, I set off on a road trip to Gujarat           
with my family and will end the year with a short           
trip to Mumbai. With an international trip in        
between, hitting the beaches at least 4 times        
this year and plenty of travel with friends for         
pleasure and travel with work – I feel like the          
little wanderer in me is satisfied with the places         
seen, the people met and the memories that are         
etched in my mind forever. 
 

A few things that I will remember forever are: 
 
a) In Malaysia, I went to a Muay Thai competition, sitting amongst locals [who didn’t speak                
english] and learnt that I was sitting with one of the boxer's’ family. They taught me a lot about                   
the game, and now I had a home team to cheer for! I even learnt some Malay. 
 
b) The most beautiful sunrise – that changed the walls of the (half cave?) hill we were standing                  
at from a beige to yellow, orange, red, pink and even shades of purple! 
 
… Because travel leaves you enriched, refreshed, and a better person. 
 
… Because travel teaches you how to deal with different kinds of people  
 
… Because travel leaves you with more stories to tell, and makes you a better conversationalist.  

 
3. Give. A lot. Of time, affection, gifts. 
 
Spending time with those you love and giving        
them your undivided time, affection and      
thoughtful gifts will make your year filled with        
moments of happiness and images of smiles       
that you will never forget. 
… Because there’s nothing more important than       
healthy, love-filled relationships 
… Because happiness is the happiness of those        
you love 
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4. Do things you’ve never done before 
Whether it is something like signing up for a         
marathon coaching class, learning to surf,      
organising a vacation or giving someone who is        
not really your type a chance – doing things you          
have never done before will help you explore        
more about who you are. It also will put a smile           
on your face when you realise that your year is          
filled with little memories!… Because new is       
always fun.  

5. Make new friends. Lots. All kinds. From        
different walks of life. 
 
Now this one seems a little difficult – because         
before this year – I had no way to meet new people.            
I had the same job, went to the same gym, hung out            
with the same friends, lived in the same        
neighbourhood, went to the same toastmasters club.       
But this year – taking on new roles like president at           
toastmasters, joining a tennis class, signing up for        
the accelerator program and taking on a movie        
project introduced a whole lot of fresh blood. 
Doing new things and taking on new roles will open          

up the flood gates! 
… Because new people bring in new ideas, new stories and much learning.  

6. Be yourself. Speak the truth. Stand up for         
what you believe in. 
Once you start treating yourself the way you        
want to be treated, and set your standards by         
speaking the truth and standing up for the        
things you believe in – all the right things will          
come into your life. 
Sometimes telling the truth is scary. Sometimes       
standing up for something means you’ll be all        
alone in a crowd. But, at the end of the day –            
you will be so much prouder of yourself and         
respect will be given. 
… Because there’s nothing cooler than being yourself 

There was my 6 point path to excellence. 
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MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS 

Members  express 

Sonnet 155
Amit Bahirat 
(amitbahirat.13@gmail.com) 
 

The sun shines ever so bright, it's such a beautiful day.  

All the birds are so gay.  

I try with all my might , to forget the horror of the night. 

The children come out to play, as if nothing has gone astray. 

I wish I could see the white light  

 

I need something to lift my grief.  

I walk alone in the park. 

I wonder how to turn over a new leaf. 

I need someone, 'cuz I'm in the dark. 

 

It is such a beautiful day, but Layla has gone away. 
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EVENTS AND EXPERIENCES 
At the club and outside, a photo essay  

 
Committee Installation, January 19 
Republic Day celebration with CMS     
Toastmasters, Jan 26 
Committee Training Program, Jan 28 
Visit from TM Dirish - session on, “How to         
write a winning speech”, March 2.  
Women’s Day on March 9 
Club Double Dhamaka Contest, March 16 
Area  B3 Contest on March 21st 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Upcoming Events:  
April 1st - Sunshine Club Picnic in the Park,  
April 1st - Area B2 Contest, 
April 23rd - Division B and D Annual Meet 
May 26th, 27th & 28th - Coronation 2017 
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